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ABSTRACT
The actinide ●lements ❑ark the emergence of 5f electrons.
The f electrons possess sufficiently unusual characteristics
that their participation in atomic binding often result in
dramatic changes in properties. This provides an excellent
opportunity to study the question of localization of electrons;

.

a question that is paramount in predicting the physical and
chemical properties oi d and f electron transition metals.

The

transition reg,ionbetween localized (magnetic) and itinerant
[often superconducting) behavior provides for many interesting
phenomena such as structural instabilities (polymorphism), spin
fluctuations, mixed valances, charge density waves,

exceptional.

catalytic activity and hydrogen storage. This region offers
moat interesting behavior ouch au that ●xhibited by the actinide
compoundo UBe

13

and UPt3.

Both compounds aloeheavy-fermion

superconductors in which both magnetic ●nd superconducting behavior ●xist in the sa-- electrons.

The consequences of f-

electron bonding (which ●ppeara greatest at Plutonium) show
dramatic ●ffects on phase stability, alloying behavior, phase
transformations ●nd mechanical behavior.

Key Words:

Heavy Fermions, Plutonium tletallurgy,Hetallic
Bonding, Actinides, Structural Xnstabllitien.
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INTRODUCTION

The actinide elements mark the emergence and filling of the 5felectron shell.

Because the heavier actinide elements have extremely

short half-lives, the dominant feature of the physical properties of the
best kuown actinide elements is the gradual onset of localized behavior.
While the “3d-electronelements ,~everdo show local moment behavior, the
4f-electron lanthanide elements almost go through the complete localization process at cerium, the first element.

Thus, the actinides,

which switch over to local moment behavior at americium, are the ideal
series in which to observe the effects
loss of bonding.
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lzation and

When f ●lectrons do form ,]nenerr::}I?TU.:f!~~lr
!Iwwr

symmetry is generally believed to be respcnsihle [1] for the complex
C~yStJ31

structures and reduced melting

poI;IL:,

bI”eII

L!’I Lk

Cl~IIIeIItSt

again making the localization (or loss of Lhe t’-elertrotl
(Int’LmXy
b.lrll’)
easier to follow.

In Fig. 1 we show the d- ard f-electron element~ :+rr~lngetl
according
to the onset of locali~ation [2]. The d- and f-electron wavefunctions
shrink acrosn their series and may finally fall wi~llinthe inert gas core,
which U11OWS an atomic-like lor~l moment in the condensed phase8.

This

happens at different rates for each ueries, and Fig, 1 merges all of this
.,
into a t~hle.

In the superconductivity region, hyhridiza:ion of the d-

or f-electron energy levels forms them into energy bands, and superconductivity is the ubutilGround state at low temperatures.
ma8netism region, local ❑oments o:cur and tend to order

In the

❑agnetically
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at low temperatures.

In the diagonal, crossover region the electrons

ar= on the edge of localization leading to uncertainty in the ground
state.

This uncertainty ❑akes the detailed electronic properties

sensitive to perturbations.

This sensitivity to perturbations shows up in many physical prop●rties. The number of allotropic crystal structures is a maximum for

elements a~ the diagonal.

Generally, structural.instabilities are

comman in materials made of elements from this region.

❑ ore

Catalysis and

hydrogen storage also occur more readily in materials who~e electrons
are on Lhe edge of localization because their bonding p~operties are
easily modified.

Uncertainty in the grounf!stJLi?als~~leads

tl>

(:tlor~e

density waves, spin density waves, itinerant electron magnetism, and
SOIIItI
tornls
the

of mixed valence at low temperatures.

In ot.h(~r
V,II~I-Ii:;,
I:.
I

nature of electrons (as fermions) to attempt LO lower their I:IIc’rg::

(as a Fermi gas) at low temperature. T@

most simple and common ground

states are superconductivity and magnetiam, which lower the densi~ilssof
states of ●lectrons at the Fermi energy.

When the details of the elec-

tronic structure makes these phenomena unfavorable, more compiex (to
observe and to explain) behavior occurs.

At the crossover region this

is aggravated by the preuence of a partially filled ener8y ‘band that is
thus both relatively narrow and pinned to the Fermi energy.

This, i-n

fact, oft’erea wide range of cherge, spin, or iuu position instabilities
as possible ways to lower this high density of stutes. Different scientific disciplines study ●spects of this phenomena without acknowledging
the 8reater generality.

tforeimportal~t,this is the port of tne periodic

table where new science (new typen of behavior) ohould be ~ou8ht.

It

seems obvious that more exotic electronic behavior will be found at this

diagonal than elsewhere.

The new heavy fermion mat~rials, which we

briefly discuss later, are the moat recent demonstration of this.
It must be emphasized that Fig. 1 is only a qualitative guide
to electronic behavior.

It explains general trends, not detailed

behavior.

PHYSICS OF ACTINIDE CO?lPOI.!NDS

Figure 1 shows only elemenLs.

The application of pressure Lo elements

near the diagonal shifts their behavior toward: superconductivity because
of increased hand formation. on the

otl-ier

hand

d~lutlori

of

these

elt~n)ents

il;ryl~;lscs
l-{’:! ::)hybridizatil,l~,
in alloys or compounds gel;(:l
!:::, ;Ilr(.l::l’
the lattice spacing, Pnd makes Lhe materials more magnetic.
are many different a’.omstlIJL(’anbc addrd ilndmany crystal

Becaust!there
strurLl:res

that can be formed, the formtll
IIII(I:J (-llfers
the gren~rsl ;IVemIPt’
ion of ~.~q..
study hybridization and t’xl)l,ll”~!
new lleh.~vior,
which is a goal of this
conference.

in 1970, Hill 13J demonstrated that for cerium, uranium, neptunium,
and plutonium there waa a critical spn(.irl~
tllntmarked the division between
superconductivity and magnetism, or ~he poin~ of f-electron localization.
This was seen only as a necessary condition in that these ground stqtes
did not always occur.

Also ‘iiother atoms remained magnetic, then

magnetism could occur iu lhe slipercondurtivityregion, The importance
of this was that it demon~trated that these four elements were no~
like the heavy rare earths with local

moments,

but hsd behavior

determined by hybridization of their f electrons.

The moat surprising

.
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aspect of the plots of f-electron atom spacing versus behavior was that
Rhey showed behavior largely independent of the other atoms in compounds,
which ie to say, independent of

the first nearest neighbor atoms.

In

the intervening years these ideas have been essentially confirmed by
many later mans rements. However, the number of exceptions, which are
understandable on an individual basis, has also be~n slowly climbing.
The class of heavy fermion superconductors now represent behavior that
is incomprehensible within the cor,textof these plots.

That magnetism

could be destroyed by some extra hybridization w,itkother aLoms when
the f-electron atoms were far apart is consistent with :1necesr.~ryhut
not

sll!”~i~”il’i]l.

r(}il(lition
for magnptism.

Th:lt SIIIW of th+se compouuds

Thufi, the most ~urprising behavior found for actInide comp~,unds
in recent

years

hllich
~.j 141 ;JIM! U1’t:115,
iu the superconductivity ~.lf
L’Bc

have uranium spacings ●xceeding 5.J fiand 4.1 ~, respectively. The
compound CeCu2Si2 wan found to be superconducting five years ago [6],
hut variation

in properties

among samples slowed general acceptance of

the superconductivity. The superconducting and normal state properties
‘f ‘Be13

are remarkably similar to thotieof CeCu2Si2, while in most

other respects the compoundn are very different (for ●xample cubic
ver~us t.etragonal,5f-electron verous

4f,

congruent

melting

peritectic, p-band versum d-band, binary versus ternary).

vernus

“’”s ‘Be13

clearly demonstrated that, taken with CeCu2Si2, there was indeed a new
class of very

strange superconductor.

Next, UPt3 was added to this

6

class, ar,dyet it had rather different properties [7]. These compo~~ds
have been dubbed “heavy fcrmion superconductors” because their most
dominant low temperature property is an effective mass of the superconducting electrons (fermions) that is

about

200 times heavier than

free electrons. This is deduced from the extremely large electronic
heat capacity that is seen to occur below about 10 K.

The f electrons

seem almos~ localized (infinite effective mass) near room temperature
hccause they exhibit a Curie-Weiss magnetic susceptibility, but at

low

temperature an extremely narrow band develops showing that the f electrons
are

just

barely .icltic:ll
IZP(I, Nhile

el~)ct.rnnir

hand

tions cannot acrount for all of Lhis l,{~l~avior,
they
relatively

SIII:I1?

tIIn’:I(IIIL

01”

structure
do

calcula-

suggest that the

hyhridizii~lun(~~’cllrs
becausu o~lItBr
l?~ndshave

ln~)v~s
them below LlieFermi energy, while the f band
been filLc,l,wllil.ll
it ran rontain fourteen elecLrons [R].
is of course pinned therr l)vl’iluse
Several questions are obvious:

how does s~icha narrow band form; is

that mecha[~ismChe same for 4E and 5f electrons; what is the mechanism
for superconductivity; and is the superconducting electron pairing
different from most superconductors? These questions hav~ been po~ed
by others in far more detail at this conference (7,9,10], while the
answers will likely remain a subject of controversy for a long time.

Another interesting development is the discovery of U *Zn~,[111,
NpBeL3 [12], and UC(III 1131 as he~lvyEermion magnets.

They are very

‘

similar to the supercol)ductor~in their properties except that instead
of becoming 9uperconductin8 below 1 K, they order magnetically below 10
K.

The precise nature of the magnetic state is not even known yet. The

intriguing thought im that becaune all of these compoundm are caught on

the edge of localization, their electronic properties are scaled up by
more than two orders of magnitude, and yet , at low enough temperatures
the same division into ground ~tates is seen as is shown in Fig. 1.
It is a strong confirmation of our fundamental understanding of
fermions and suggests that there are more compounds to be found that will
be interesting.

PHYSICS OF ACTINIDES

Tl:(:
gI-Ad~IJl
f~vatjon

of an f-electron band near protactinium, its

Il:lrr{lwlrll:
tl~rought,.~Jlutonium
, and its loss from Lhe onset of localized
l“-ele
(~.:.:,:;
j~lstp,Istplutonium can be easily identified in Fig.
where bln~lryalloy phase diagrams hav

2

bc.enconnected [2], As is

discuss[’~1
later, the reduction of symmetry in crystal structures,
the I,lrgernlunbert~l’
!Il{’se
structures, and the lowering of ~,lemelting
points are the signatures of the filling and gradual localization
of the f-electron band [1]. Superconductivity at the beginning af
the series disappears at neptunium and pluton+.um,because of the
increase of magnetic correlations in the narrowed f band.

The next

element, americium, is shown to have localized f electrons not because
it is magnetic, but rather because its unique 5f6 configuration gives
a precisely nonmagnetic J=O ground state. The exactness of this is

. .

clear from the superconductivity that is observed in americium [14],
which strangely and uniquely is thus a demonstration of localized
f electron~.

The prope ties of the remainder of the actinides are

understandable by their similarities to the lanthanides beyond
cerium and will not be discussed.

The generalization to compounds and other alloys of the band
properties shown for actinide alloys in Fig. 2 is less obvious and
is moat easily seen by consideration of atomic radii or volumes within
the materials.

It should be noted that our use of the concept of

energy bands is quite general (as is obvious from the ideas derived
from Fig. 2) and is not limited to the concepts of one-electron
potentials used ior energy band calculations.
f bands and their contribu~i,,[l
to !Iontli]lg
LII

So the formation of

compounds

JIld

alloys

is seen as .1reduced volume for the f electron atoms [15]. An
equivalent point of view is that hybridized f electrons are less
efficient at screening nucle~r charge Lhan are localized f electrons,
.
and they lead to a general contraction of the electron orbitals.
Thus in Fig. 1, the nonmagnetlr uicments are smaller than they would
be without hybridization, while the magnetic elements show only the
general contraction of atoms .~sa shell is filled. This is the
general contraction that leads to the crossover to the localized
behavior.

It is true that in compounds that have localized f electrons,
the corresponding 4f- and 5f-element compounds have the same lattice
parameters (of course, assuming they are isostructural) [15]. This
permits the ready identification of actinide compounds with hybridized
. .
5f electrons b; a simple comparison with the same lanthanidc compounds.
It is sometimes thought that the si!.uationfor alloys is more complex.
For example, in Pu-Allalloys which have aluminum atoms locbted substitutionally on sites in the a-phase (a nonequilibrium situation),
the lattice is expanded by their presence,

● ven

though the aluminum

9

atoms are smaller then the LY-PUatoms [16]. However, all of the size
considerations become simpler if it is appreciated that the foreign
atoms must interfere locally with the f-electron hybridization and
make the neighboring plutonium atoms larger. This can even be quantified
by arguing that four atoms are so modified in a-Pu.

This raises

interesting questions about local symmetry, diffusion rates, and the
identification of aluminum as a “substitutional” impurity.

The resistivity of metallic ❑aterials as a function of temperature
is an important parameter,

Fo~-actinide materials these curves are

:.rlsonablywell known, but there is little detailed understanding [1.7~
.
we will not revi~w this but will comment on the impact of heavy f~rmio(l
materials on this situation.

Generally ac~i.nidematerials in which the

f electrons are hybridized have high resist.ivitiesand sk~uw:)P,re,iI.
deal ot low-temperature electron scattering. This is clrarly due to
relatively narrow energy bands, but there is no generally accepted
model that offers detailed insigtit. Heavy fermion materials have
significantly narrower bands, which are evidenced by more electron
scattering to even lower temperatures and by the presence of sharp
features at low temperatures. This means that heawy fermion materials
are the limiting case fur narrow bands and, in some sense, are thus
the opposite of a free electron gas.
calculate than more general cases.

Limiting cases are simpler to

. .

Thus heavy fermion materials may

now provide the key to theoretical descriptions of materials at the
crossover (which are of great technological importance) because their
dramatic yet simpler properties will stimulate theoretical descriptions
that can then be generalized to the wider class of narrow band materials.

10

Two more properties that are important to tracking the physics
of ❑etallic materials are specific heat and cohesive ●nergies.

It

is specific heat that quantifies the narrowness of bands at low temperatures and made possible the identification of the extreme nature
of heavy fermion ❑ateriala.

It is the cohesive ener=.-

of ❑aterials

that put the behavior shown in Fig. 1 on a quantitative basis and
permit

❑ ore

accurate comparisons of materials.

Stewart [18] has

recently reviewed heat capacity of heavy fermion and related materials,
and Ward, Kleinschmidt, and Peterson [19] have Jiacussed the~modynamic
properties in detail.

Clearly the narrnw encray hhnds in the actinides dominate the
physical properties.

Heavy fermion materials have highlighted this,

and their Ilnt?:<pt!l
~1’li
!lropertieshave stimulated thinking along these
lines und

dmuorlslr;lLc’~1

how

little

work

has

aCLU;ILIY

hf?e!ll dOne

on

actinide compounds. Alloys tend to po~e different problems and are
discussed next.

PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF ACTINIDES WITH
EMPHASIS ON PLUTONIUH

The physical ❑etallurgy of the d-electron transition elements

. .

has been studied ●xtensively becauss these elements or their alloyo,
represent a large number of materials of significant commercial interest
for structural, ●lectronic and ❑agnetic applications. The ❑etallurgy
of 4f elements hue received much less attention. These elementu are
of interest commercially for magnetic applications and aa dilute alloying

elements, but they are not used as st:tict.ural
materials by themselves.
Some of the consequences of f-electron bonding have been noted in
cerium where an isostructural tral formation occurs under pressure
from one fcc phaae to another with a 1S percent volume change [20].
.Ln

the 5f elements, localization occurs gradually over a number of

elements, thereby making it possible to study the metallug:cal
sequences of 5f-electron bonding.

con-

Although the aciinides are of

interest p:imarily for their nuclear properties, uranium and plutonium
are also important structural materials in these applications for
which chemical, physical ant!mechanical properties play a vital role.
Uranium has Lhrec nllu~ri)p.?s
unclsome ver:: ;uterrsting metallurgical
, th~.’
most complex an(lFtiscinatingof thr
properties [21]. IlowPvl”r
actinides is plutoniuj!l.\{i.
will rollfincour remarks in this paper to
f’

the metallurgy of plu~oiiluii..

The most interesting and important manifestation of f-electron
bonding in plutonium is the existence of six anlid-phase allotropes
at ambient pressure (a seventh appeara with the application of modesk
hydrostatic pressure).

Aa poiuted out above, the f electrons in

plutonium are on the verge
●xternal influences.

of localization and are very sensitive to

The ground-state ●nergies for the different phases

differ only slightly and, hence, small ●xternal perturbations such as

. ..

temperature changes cauae changea in crystal structure.

Since the

actinidea involve turning the bonding of f ●lectrons on or off, the
consequences of such crystallographic transformations are dramatic.
In plutonium one finds

that.

decrea~ing the f bonding causes trans-

formations from low-synwetry crystal structure~ to cubic (high-oynanetry)

structures, often with enormous volume changes.

Such changes in crystal

structure affect the resul~ing properties of plutonium significantly.

The thermal instability of ~~lllLtinium
is best illustrated by a
dila~onwter trace, a plot of length change during heating [22].
Figure 3 coupares the behdvior of l~lu~oniumwith that of iron.

Trans-

formations in plutonium occur re:ldllywith increasing temperature. Host
are accompanied by large length and :hus volum

changes.

Such volume

changes are difficult to accommodate in solids at relatively low
temperatures withont loss of physirnl integrity, which would be catastrophic ior a sLructurtiltna~eri,ll
,.. r:Fg:JLivr

~.ortrnr:,r
to tllnt,)t”
Im)st

.

“1’lw

volume change upon mrlLing

elements.

This res~lts f.:omthe

fa~-LLIML f clrctrons boIId(~uiL~?
u.~tiil.y
in the liquid because iLs
less rigid structure incrc’ns,’:;
rot;lLLonalfreedom [1]. This enhanccmrnt of I)ondingpromotes thr st.al)ility
of the liquid, lowers
lIOIIIL,

and

promotes

a

high-4eusity liquid phase.

the melting

The wolume ●xpansion

upon freezing is advantagel]lls
during caating since solidification in not
il~.wmpnnicd

I)y

LIIe

usual

shrink.Jgl~

defects.

The thermal ●xpansion coefficients of

the a, ~, y, and & phases

are abnormally large because the normal expansion due to lattice
vibrations is accompanied by increa~lng atom ~izen cauned by decreaain8
. .
f bondin8 with increasing temperature. The expansion
n,

~,

and y phaaes are nlao hi~hly uniaotrop~c.

of

the u phase lb 54 x 10-6/oC, or five timetiLhuL of

coefficients

of

the

The avertigpco~fficlent
lrun. Thla

cauaea special compatibility prol);t~mu
wherever plutonium i~ in contact
with other metala in a varying

temperature environment.

Fi~ure

3 ●lao

●

illuatraten another peculiarity of pluLonium, the negntive thermal
expansion coefficients of the 6 and 6’phases.

The crystal structures and corresponding densites of the six
plutonium allotropes are listed in Fig. 3.
closest to room Temperature are low

The three crystal structures
wiLh o being simple

synsnetry,

monoclinic which is highly unusual for a metal.. The cublr structures
that are Lypicul of mnsL meLals

appear only dL high L&mpt!r:lLures
whert!

the Sf-electron bonding is ovrrwhclmed by Lhelmal ~’l_lucLs.!’IIL’
lG\”s’ynsaetry
structures (rspFcinlly

the

a phase)

bondinr,. The u-phase mollouiinicstructurr
bonded.

its Ilnit

~-(!ll

~“OIIL.llnH

lengths ranginR from 2.57 Lo 3.71

exhibit
i~

](} fltOIn:; With
~

[23].

‘.-l’r’”
dI ‘t’rt
ion:,!

PSS(IIII

I.fliI.

I’ight

{ii ! !

bll SCtlUCIIL

k; .

(1’’..lii”,;l!y
~.,).lll

.“’ 1:

IllLJhL ~Jt

i.~S

physical properties ,11-1’
.tlsuvery dirrrtlorlill.

Th? low synnnctry

nml

netirly

covalent

naLure

of

the

greatly affects the mechanic-alpropertiro, which more
those of covalcntly bonded rnincraluthan moat metals.
strong

and

bonding

nc~rly

resemb

‘Wc (YphJtiC

brittle becauue the low symnetry controln the nature ~lld

motion of defects.

In contrast, the fcu & phase behaves ❑uch more like

a normal metal with strength and malleability similar to that of aluminum.
One

must

remember,

ha-~ever,

lu Fssentlally gone.

that ●t d-phase temperatures the 5f bonc+ng

Thr 8 phaae ia ●lso

the lowest density phase in

spite of the fact that It is the only one with

●

traditional close-packed

stackinn arrangement, The higher densities in the othrr phases rctiultfrom
the directional bonding which provides for efficient packlnu uf nonapherit.11
atomn.

In the d phase the lack of 5f bonding (greatrr locallznlion) provides

14

In ●ddition,

more screening from core elect:ons and hence larger ●t-s.
the lack of 5f character remulttiin spherical ●toms.
displays

more

The & phase

conventional, metal-like properties than the a, ~, and

y phases.

The 6 phane is easily retained to room temperature by ●lloying.
Trivalent ●lements such am Al, Ga, In, Ce, Sc, ●nd Am ● re particularly
effective. Figure 4 demonstrates the complexities of the Pu-Aflbinary
system in which almost ●very kind of solid-state reaction
observed

[24].

A look

right on the verse

of

back

at

Fi8.

can be

2 reminds one that plutonium is

localization since the

●ddition cf

very little

americium fa’u3rsthe fcr structure. Likewise, it takes only a fmatomic percent uluminum to stabilize the 6-phaee utructure.

The resulting

alloys (like the pure 6 phase)

metals with

●r

much more like normal fcc

low slrvn~th, high ductility, smaller thermal expansion coefficients and
9
larger ranseu of temperature stability (a Pu-5 ●t% AE alloy ia stable
to above

In ●ddition, 6-phase ●lloys

500°C).

● re

●l-o more compressible,

morr corrosion resistant and better conductors than pure

a-phase

plutonium.

The low melting point
consequence

besides

of

pure plutonium ham ueveral

tha obvious lack

of

becauae it in hishly reactive ●nd corrosive,

of

tension

5f bonding).

●nd

v~scos~ty

●aions

important

solid-phase ●tnbilit.y. Them .

liquid phase must be contained during procemsins.

known surface

other

This is very difficult

It alao has the fjreatest

metaln

(a~ah

a

consequence

An impo~tant metallurgical consequence arises from the fact that
most rate processes in solids depend upon homologous temperature, that
is, temperature relative to the absolute melting point.

Hence, diffusion

and other thermally activated processes

quite rapid at

room and slightly elevated

temperatures.

in plutonium

are

This greatly affects the physical

and mechanical properties of plutonium and its alloys.

in fact, the a phase

can exhibit significant ductility at room temperature at very small grain
size (on the order of microns) and low strain rates so that sufficient
diffusional flow

occurs to accommodate plastic deformation by a grain

boundary sliding mechanism.

The kinetics are very important in the transformation
of plutonium and its alloya,

hetl:lvi(r

Transformations above 1000C ~re diffusion

controlled. Only tho~e near room Temperature

mId

bel.w

,IIIV

(displucive). Transformations occur readily by changing
applying pressure, or any other kind of mechunicnl work,

m~rtensi~ic

temperiltur~~s}

Martentiitic

transformations”have been observed at low temperatures i.nPu-AQ
alloys [25]. These nlloys tranform by an isothermal martensitic
mechauisrn(diffusion controlled nucleation followed by a displacive)
transformation at temperatures ● s low so that of liquid nitrogen.
Hydrostatic pressure collapses the low-aensity crystal phaae~-quite
eatily.

In pure plutonium [26] the

less than 1 kbar.

6 phase disappears st pressures

In alloys’the low-denslLy phases are SIBO eam~ly

t~ansformed. The uolutes trspped in a martensitic transformation
from

the 6 phase

to an a-like phane are typically quite mobile.

However, their role during and after

the transformation io not well

understood. The monoclinic u and P phases typically ●xhihit no
equilibrium volubility for

the d-phase stabilizing elements.

.,
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It is now clear that the peculiar behavior and properties of
plutonium and its alloys can be understood only by recognizing l-he
consequences of 5f bondins.

These “electronic” effects are ❑aximal

at pll~tonium. A proper understanding here may lead to new insight
to the behavior of other elements near the diagonal (Fig. 1) which
❑arks the crossover from bonding to localized electrons.

slmlARY

The actinirlerl.ementa,their compounds and alloys offer a most
Quite recently heavy fermion
f88clnati[lg:lr(!~l
IJl” fundamental research.
materials IIJVC:;r’rvrd
to

focus

attention on their mu:;! imporLant.

physi~.alchar.+cteristic,the narrow energy bandu.
have r;tistifl

111.III:; 11{’w questions,

their I’)ilnds
oflL~rs

These

materials

and yet the extreme Il:lrrowneas
of

the possibility of progress on these questions.

The resulting understanding will be very

useful for many aspects of

all actinide materiala and even for the other series in Lhe periodic
F,able. The met~llurgical behav;or of plutonium and other actinides can
be

used

as a aenaitive probe to study bonding and localization. The onset

of f bonding ia quickly and ●aaily recognized
are

because

the

consequences

dramatic; low-symmetry crystal structures with concomitant

changes,

property
...

Thin work was performed under the ●uopices of the United States
Department of Energy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig
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